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The Future is Female

W

elcome
to
the
first-ever Womenfocused
edition
of
Empowergenix!
We, therefore, have appropriately
named this edition “The Future is
Female”. The idea for this edition
was inspired by August Women’s
Month in South Africa. This edition
is filled to the brim with articles,
stories, and personal experiences
from women from all different
walks of life. We aimed to give
women a platform to express their
thoughts, feelings and stories, on
what it means to be a woman in
their own lives, and possibly give
some advice to anyone that may
currently be struggling. But first,
here’s a short history lesson about
why we celebrate women’s month
in South Africa in the first place.
In South Africa, August is Women’s
Month - and each year August
9th is celebrated as Women’s

Day. Women’s Day celebrates the
strength and resilience of women
and their contribution to society
and country.

Women’s Day forms part of
South Africa’s Women’s Month,
which provides an opportunity
to pay tribute to the generations
of women whose struggles laid
the foundations for the progress
made in empowering women and
achieving gender equality to date.
National Women’s Day is a
South African public holiday
commemorating the 1956 march
of approximately 20,000 women
to the Union Buildings in Pretoria
to a petition containing more than
100,000 signatures against the
country’s pass laws that required
South Africans defined as “black”
under The Population Registration
Act to carry an internal passport,
known as a pass, that served to
maintain population segregation,

control urbanisation, and manages
migrant
labour
during
the
apartheid era.
The 1956 protest saw members of
the Federation of South African
Women (FSAW) rally against
the Apartheid government. The
protest was supported by mothers,
daughters, sisters and friends who
decided enough was enough and
came together to initiate change.
Not only did they march, but they
also remained standing outside
the Union Buildings in silence for
30 minutes in a non-violent and
very powerful display of unity.
The first National Women’s Day
was celebrated on 9 August 1995.
In 2006, a re-enactment of the
march was staged for its 50th
anniversary, with many of the 1956
march veterans participating.
From a young age, women are pit
against each other to compete
for a scarcity of jobs or to work
their way to the top. This needs to
change. We need to reverse the
stigma of women not supporting
other women. Research has
shown that women who support
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other women advance further
within their careers and are more
successful in business.
So how does being close to
women help? Well, having close
connections to other ladies in
business creates a relationship
whereby one can learn and
improve from women in other
positions. These relationships
can show that you can bring
your unique talents to leadership
and
higher-ups.
Amplifying
other women is also especially
important, keep the morale high
of your fellow women.
Although we celebrate women’s
month every year, many women all
over the country (and world) still
experience inequality, violence
and unfairness. You therefore
must keep striving to create an
environment where all women are
treated equally and fairly in every
way.
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“As a Candidate attorney, I see
first-hand how the legal
profession is still male
dominated ... 39 percent were
female, 17 percent were
females of colour.”

Featuring Janice Geel

W

e
all
move
forward
when
we
recognize
how
resilient
and striking the
women around us are” (rupi kaur).
I have always been surrounded
by independent, strong-willed,
confident, and resilient women.
Since I can remember, my mother,
aunts and various family friends
have set a stellar example of
what it means to be a woman
who is not afraid to take up
space in what is so often
referred to as a man’s
world. The male figures in
my life, have also had a
profound impact on my
experience of being
a woman taking
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up space in male-dominated
fields. As an entrepreneur, former
small business owner and current
candidate attorney at a leading
law firm, I am slowly carving out my
place in these fields, as not only a
woman but a woman of colour.
I have always been business
savvy. Identifying problems and
bringing about solutions have
always been second nature to me.
In 2012, I started and ran a small
business making handbags from
recycled potato chip bags after
identifying the need to clean up
my community. Afterwards, the
children in my community would
keep their empty potato chip bags
so that I could
m a k e

handbags out of them, instead
of improperly disposing of their
potato chip packets. I was later
joined by my brother in this
endeavour and every so often
we would meet with vendors to
discuss business opportunities. It
was always startling that everyone
assumed that my brother was
the founder of the business.
In addition, all questions and
discussions were always directed
at my brother instead of me.
Instead of perpetuating and
reinforcing this stereotype, my
brother would always indicate that
I was the mastermind behind the
business and if anyone knew what
was happening in the business
and what was needed for growth,
it would be me. I also found great
inspiration from other female
entrepreneurs, who were not only
great businesswomen but who
were also breaking glass ceilings
for the next generation of female
entrepreneurs.

As a candidate attorney, I see firsthand how the legal profession is
still male dominated. The Legal
Practice Council recorded, as
of January 2019, that out of 27
223 admitted attorneys of the
High Court, only 11 055 of those
attorneys were female, which
accounts for roughly 39%.
A
mere 17% of the total female
attorneys were recorded as black
females, where black includes
both Coloured and Indian. The
statistics for female candidate
attorneys look more encouraging,
as out of the 6 669 registered
candidate attorneys, 3 818 of
those candidates were female
candidate attorneys. Black female
candidate attorneys accounted
for roughly 35% of the female
candidate attorneys. The statistics
make it clear that even though
more female candidate attorneys
enter the profession, more male
attorneys continue in the legal
practice to the highest level of the
profession.

The most concerning statistic is
that out of the 249 permanent
judges, as of 30 April 2018, only
90 of those judges were female,
which translates to 36.14% of the
total number of permanent judges.
Out of the 90 judges, a meagre
11 were Coloured female judges,
which accounted for less than 5%
of the total number of permanent
judges. It is astonishing that
less than half of the permanent
judge positions were taken up
by females, even more shocking
is that less than 5% of those
positions were taken up by
women who look like me. There is
an evident lack of representation
of women, specifically women of
colour, in the upper echelons of
the profession. It will, however,
be interesting to see once these
statistics are updated whether
or not female representation,
specifically
Coloured
female
representation
has
been
addressed in more recent years.
In the past eight, almost nine
months as a candidate attorney
I have been exposed to great
female role models. During a
recent and insightful discussion,
it came to the fore that female
attorneys, specifically those of
colour have been fighting battles
to dismantle the stereotypes
in this male-dominated field.
However, there is no need for our
generation of female candidate
attorneys to be fighting the same
battles that our predecessors

have already won. It is noteworthy
that our predecessors have
created the space for female
attorneys to share their views
without constant interruptions
by male counterparts, as well as
addressed a number of issues
where a women’s assertiveness
is misconstrued as being too
aggressive. As a result, our battles
are different to those fought by
our predecessors, yet, we have
the important duty to continue the
fight to ease the burden on future
generations. Our generation also
has the responsibility to ensure
that the hard-fought victories of
our predecessors are not in vain.
Representation has always been
important to me. Seeing women
who look like me succeed has
made me aspire to exceed any
preconceptions that society may
have about me. There is a wellknown legal maxim which states
that “justice should not only be
done, it must also be seen to be
done”. In this regard, an important
beacon of hope for the next
generation of not only candidate
attorneys but attorneys in general
is seeing women, and women who
look like them succeed in maledominated spaces. I have been
fortunate to be surrounded by
resilient and striking women, but
now, it is also my responsibility to
be a resilient and striking woman,
breaking barriers and paving the
way for the next generation.
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Finding Strength
in Adversity
The not-so-typical life of a
single mother
By Lisa D’Hondt

A

ccording to society
(during the times
that I was raised) a
woman’s purpose was
none of authority.
Woman were seen only for raising
the children and running the
household. They should make
sure that dinner was organised,
the washing was done, the house
was clean, help with homework,
assist at the church fund raiser,
carpooling, after school activities,
and help other moms where
needed etc. Well, that is how
I remembered it. This is the
narrative that became my reality,
and this is my story as a woman,
who overcame every hurdle and
pulled through during my times of
adversity.
This was at a time during my
upbringing, that even simple
topics such as relationships and
sex was considered extremely
taboo. One was not allowed to
make jokes about such things,
dress in ways that could be seen
as encouraging to others, or even
watch a simple kissing scene on
T.V. These rules and restrictions
were where my main issues lied.
Women were being forced to
conform to gender norms and
apparent “womanly duties”, as well
as having no additional support
and guidance to stand on their
own two feet. As mentioned in
the beginning, a woman was
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supposed to be seen only as a
supportive figure, and not one
of authority and respect. It was
considered a rare occurrence that
a woman either owned a business
or made her own income. This
oppression of women led to the
ultimate sheltering of their own
children, and raising them to only
see the positive in the world, the
happiness, the sunshine, and
the rainbows. But the reality is,
children need to sometimes be
made aware of the difficulties
in life, the bad, the hurt or the
disappointment. Teaching your
children to deal with these
adversities is something that I wish
I was brought up with as a child.
So that I was better prepared for
what the real world had to offer.
As a young woman, I had to cope
with a lot of trauma. When my
mother passed away, I spent her
last few moments on this earth
with her, holding her in my arms.
Her hand clenching mine, as if to
tell me she didn’t want to go. I will
never forget that moment and will
cherish the time I had with her
for the rest of my life. Although I
do not wish this experience on
anyone, it taught me a crucial
lesson. Do everything you can to
live your life, fight for what you
want no matter what happens to
you! Hold on tight until the very
end.
Be grateful in life for what you have,

and luckily at the time, I still had
my father. Soon after my mother’s
passing, my dad and I grew closer
than ever. He became my best
friend. We only had each other,
and we turned to one another for
any help and guidance to heal
from our traumatic experience.
Although my mother was strongwilled and resilient (and taught
me important lessons such as not
conforming to society’s standard
of what it meant to be a woman)
I still wish that my parents had
sat me down and taught me
these things as well. Topics such
as; sexual relationships vs. love;
money vs. value; being emotionally
available vs. the need to be
accepted.
As the years went on, my dad
taught me to not be so critical
about myself, and that I needed to
stop bringing myself down. To live
and let live. He told me that I need
to gain as much knowledge and
experience as I can and be the
best person I can be! But sadly,
he passed away a few years ago.
I was mortified, and to this day,
it still pains me. I wish daily that I
could still create memories with
him. He was the best person that I
knew. But I know now that they’re
looking down on me, seeing how
far I’ve come, that they’re proud of
me, and that’s all that matters.
Fast forward a bit to 2018, and
surprise-surprise, I was pregnant!

A flurry of questions rushed
through my thoughts. What?!
Me? How? Was it my fault? What
should I do? How will I get through
this? Should I even have the
baby? How will I cope on my own?
It was too sudden, and I had no
time to process. I went through
my own traumatic experience
with the conceiving of this baby. It
stirred up a lot of doubt and pain.
The sadness and self-reflection
of what I had been through. The
pure hatred of the way I found
out, it was all too much for me. It
was a reality I knew that I had to
live with for the rest of my life. As
with many women, my pregnancy
was not a walk in the park. In
my case, I was emotional and
tired, I struggled with high blood
pressure on top of working 15
hour shifts. I struggled to share my
pregnancy news with the people
around me. This stemmed from my
religious upbringing. I was worried
that I would not be accepted in
society anymore, and that I was
not going to have the perfect
future I was told and hoped for. I
had the Scarlett letter on display
for everyone to see, as single
moms have been frowned upon
without the support from parents,
or a husband involved.
My little one was 2 months
premature. It was a turbulent birth,
but I was just happy that my baby
boy was finally in this world. There
were a few complications with the

“The situation started
breaking my character.
But here I am, I am a
woman, hear me yawn!”
birth, therefore I wasn’t able to
spend time with my child for the
first 3 weeks of his life. I felt alone
with no parents, no family nearby
to help. But the magic of being
able to take my son home after
those crazy 3 weeks in hospital,
made my crazy world feel a little
bit more normal again.
When Covid became a reality,
I received no income during
lockdown. We had to survive,
there was no choice in the matter.
We needed a safe place to live,
food in our tummies and basic
necessities. The situation started
breaking my character. But here
I am, I am woman, hear me yawn!
Still going strong, surviving life’s
obstacles and learning curves.
These scenarios taught me that
you are never too old to start from
scratch and you are stronger than
you think. The reason I’ve told my
story was not for your sympathy or

warm words. I use my story as an
example of some of the hardships
that women may face in their lives.
We are told many different things
growing up, and we look to our
family and friends for guidance and
help. I did not have a solid support
structure. So who did I turn to?
I searched and found myself. I
looked inwards and found that I
had the strength to keep going
with no reliance on anyone but
myself. There is a strange beauty
of seeing how much one can
accomplish completely on their
own. Nothing is more powerful
than a women with a mission and
strength to keep going. I have a
beautiful and happy child to raise
and take care of. I’m going to raise
him with all the love and kindness
he deserves with as much as I
can give him. That is how strong
women can be, no matter what
comes our way.

Finding Strength in Adversity
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“I didn’t start to love myself
when my body started to
change, my body started
changing when I started
to love myself.”

by Change
My journey of self discovery
by Bineke Viljoen

T

hree years ago, I was
a completely different
person. I was depressed,
h e a r t b r o k e n ,
overweight
and
extremely unhappy with who I
was and how I felt. I weighed 106.1
kg. None of my clothes fit me. I
avoided going clothing shopping
because I had to look at myself in
those fitting room mirrors. I hated
seeing myself, and this of course
had me extremely depressed. I
honestly didn’t think that I had the
strength inside myself for doing
what would be necessary for me
to change physically, but also
mentally.
I remember coming back from
vacation in Mozambique with
some friends, and just wanting to
break down. I couldn’t feel like this
any longer. I wanted the pain and
the self-judgement to go away
forever. I had to make a choice.
Take the easy way out, or put in
the work to get good again. So my
sister talked me into committing
to a twelve-week training and diet
plan, to try and change the way I
was living and feeling.
And so…my #gettinggoodagain
journey began. I remembered that
I started on the 13th of January
2019. I went to the store the
Sunday before, bought fresh fruits
and vegetables, meal prepped
my lunches for the week ahead
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(rice, mince and veggies), packed
my gym bag and went to bed.
Terrified, yet excited to see where
this journey will take me.
My goal was to lose 20 kgs. It
seemed completely impossible,
but I was determined because I
knew that I have faced challenges
previously in my life that I also
thought I couldn’t overcome, but
did. Every single weekday for the
next 12 weeks at 1:15 pm (I had a job
where I clocked off at 1 pm) I would
enter the gym. The first day was
absolute hell. I hadn’t been inside
a gym for almost 2 years. I had no
idea how any of the equipment
worked and I just felt out of place.
I couldn’t do more than 5 lunges
without cramping up so badly that
I would cry. But I went again the
next day and the day after that.
But I knew that it was only the start
of a very difficult, long journey and
tough times were still to come.
I had to make a lot of sacrifices
during these 12 weeks. And I
quickly realized that things were
still going to get very hard, and
they did. There were days where I
just had NO strength or motivation
to go work out, or I was tired of
the same recipes over and over
again. I hit a big bump in the road
where I ended up in the hospital
with stomach issues, and it set
me back two whole weeks and I
was extremely disappointed and
demotivated, but I had so much
support from my family and friends

that I was able to push through
and extend my initial 12 weeks to
14 weeks. There was NO room for
failure here…it was my only option.

bodies to function, and that food
can be delicious, yes, but food’s
main function is to provide the
body with fuel.

I started to see the changes in my
physical appearance as well as in
my mental state. I was sleeping
much better, my moods were
stabilising and I could feel the
relationship I had with myself (that
was so broken at first) beginning to
heal. One of the biggest reasons
for my weight gain was that I was
100% an emotional eater. Eating
my feelings made me feel so bad
and guilty, and then I would eat
those feelings as well, so it just
became a vicious cycle, so I had to
work on my relationship with food
first and foremost. I realised how
important food and water is for our

As soon as I realised this, my
mind just made a switch. I had
fewer cravings for bad foods,
and I learned how to control my
portions as well as myself. Going
to the gym made me feel strong,
and it made me feel happy again…
like my depression was starting
to fade (even though I know that
it will be something I will have to
deal with for the rest of my life).
I was so proud of myself for getting
up, making a choice and sticking
to it. I felt like an absolute badass
for being someone who takes care
of themselves, and who was taking
back control of her life.

Even though this journey started
as a weight loss journey, it ended
up being more of a self-discovery
journey and I learnt how to not be
so hard myself, but instead give
myself a break when I need one,
reward myself when goals are met
and to be kind to myself, because
at the end of the day…what people
see on the outside doesn’t matter,
but the way you treat and interact
with other individuals tells the
story of who you are.
At the end of my 14 weeks, I was
glowing! I couldn’t stop smiling,
and the hole I was in 14 weeks
before that, was covered up and
didn’t exist anymore. I was stunned
by the shift my mind made the
moment I took control of my life.
And even though it was a long,

hard journey…I made it. I dropped
21kgs of body weight, and what
felt like the world’s weight resting
on my shoulders.
This whole experience made me
feel like I can take on the world,
but I also realised that most things
that take a bit of work can’t always
be done alone, and you need a
support system to help you push,
motivate and empower you, you
just have to reach out and talk
about the things that make you
feel like you have lost control of
what is important to you.
“I didn’t start to love myself when
my body started to change, my
body started changing when I
started to love myself”

Empowered By Change
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The Women of Adson

The importance

B-BBEE Codes

of women

of good practice

Dedicated to Lillian Strydom

Our commitment to the spirit and letter
of the B-BBEE codes of Good Practice
ensure that your company’s B-BBEE
certificate is a certificate you can rely
on.

Written by Riaan Fourie

A

s
we
celebrate
the importance of
women’s month and
the achievements of
women throughout
history and across our nations.
My thoughts go out to all those
remarkable women, that still
struggle to lead a decent life.
This month is an opportune
time to reflect on the influential
role women play in supporting
a sustainable future for all, and
we need to celebrate our female
entrepreneurs who have shown
us, defied odds, and are nurturing
viable businesses to date. We
at Adson celebrate the mindset
shifts and the outcomes we
have obtained in our women

empowerment
organization.

drive

as

an

Empowering women is a great
responsibility. It is necessary
for gender equality. We need
a society that does not take
women for granted and that
is given the same respect as
their counterparts. women were
generally restricted in the past to
their homes and were not allowed
to even step out of the house for
any work opportunity. The only
job description women had was
household chores and that was
their only area of expertise. We
have started to see some change
in today’s society.

We have been accredited in the following
sectoral codes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial
ICT
Agricultural
Tourism
Construction
Transport (Road Freight, Maritime,
Forwarding and Clearing, Rail)

The women of today have started

to realize that they have the
abilities and strengths and that
they can step out of the prison
called home. The women of today
are contributing to the success
of their homes and society. The
women of today are indeed
making the world turn their heads
towards them. In the past, it was
not possible, but this woman
made it a reality.
When I think about the strong
and inspirational women in my life,
who made and are still making an
impact, I first and foremost think
of my mother, who is my ultimate
hero and taught me so many life
skills, lessons, and how to be a
resilient man.

We at Adson firmly believe in
gender equality, and we as Adson
are proud to say that 80% of
our employees are female and
we take pride in saying that our
women are at all levels and in
every department. As such, I
would also like to extend a special
thank you to all our brilliant staff
(men included), who are helping
to create a more gender-inclusive
society in their respective works.
Our success hinges on investment
in women, and this entails
supporting their full and equal
participation in fruitful economic
activities.

063 336 6349
info@btranssol.co.za
www.btranssol.co.za
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Written by Riaan Fourie

BEE Transformation Solutions (PTY) LTD is accredited by the South African National Accredited System with the unique SANAS
accreditation number BVA274.
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young &

(un)successful
By Hanri Snyman

“always be proud of small and large
accomplishments because every
step forward is still a success.”

C

hange is good!
We all need to
embrace it and
own it, but in some
cases the progress
to change is slow. South Africa
has made good progress towards
achieving gender equality since
1956 when women marched to
the Union Buildings on the 9th
of August. Celebrating it each
year, we promote, embrace, and
acknowledge women for their
achievements at home and in the
workplace.
Of course, women received the
right to vote, but we forgot that
our superheroes didn’t just fight
for a mark on a ballot paper. South
Africa’s progressive laws have
seen more women serving in highranking positions in public and
private sectors than ever before.
Over the years, our superheroes
fought
for,
gender-equality,
respect in authoritative roles in
the workplace, discrimination on
race, and motherhood. We have
come a long way.
The movement is liberating for
future females, but are we still
experiencing all of the above and
much more today? More women
are entering male-dominated
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industries, especially those in
business. It seems like we only
concentrate on equality in the
workplace, and we ignore the
struggles young female leaders,
entrepreneurs
and
business
owners face every day.
Let’s rewind to 35 years back,
when my mother Elaine entered
the workforce. My mom is beyond
inspiration for young women and
an excellent example for not letting
circumstances determine your
future. After school, Elaine started
her first job as a government clerk
in the South African Defence
Force; soon after, she got an
opportunity at the Department
of Labour. At that stage, she was
in the finance department doing
assets. A few years passed, and
she received another chance as
a supply chain assistant at DTI,
moving to SASSA as a Supply
Chain Assistant and Acting
Manager. Now, she is a successful
Director of Supply Chain at the
Office of the Chief Justice. Let me
fill the gaps for you. Elaine was one
of the first generations of women
to enter an equal opportunity
workforce (as supply chain did
not exist) she only has a Diploma
in Management, she got divorced
at the age of 25 with a 10-month-

old daughter, and still, she was
dedicated to becoming a Director
in a Financial Department. The
movement created opportunities,
but it is all about how you own
it. My mom still feels frustrated
because
of
discrimination
against women in the workplace
experienced to this day.
Twenty-nine years later, her
daughter (me) is full speed
working with greater opportunities
than
her
but
experiencing
a
different
inequality
and
discrimination. I studied at the
University of Pretoria and received
a Masters degree in Consumer
Science; after my studies, I started
working as a junior manager. After
working only for a few months,
unfortunately, the client ended
the contract with the agency I
worked at. Devastated, I moved
on to sales and then back again
to the agency I did marketing for,
but this time was sitting directly at
the client’s office and a corporate
setting. I was beyond excited, for I
only did retail marketing, and a new
challenge is something I always
take on. It was an intimidating
3-hour interview with five men, but
I got the job. I felt triumphant at
that stage. Six months in, after my
husband and I bought our first flat

and got engaged, the client said
they could not afford the agency’s
services, and I was left in the dark
again, but I also felt relieved this
time because of the torment and
manipulation I experienced.
After applying for multiple jobs, I
got no call-back and decided to
open my own marketing business
called Hachoo. Hachoo started
great, and with Covid that hit us
in 2020, we got fewer contracts
and more clients cancelling
their marketing retainers with
us. However, I did get a great
opportunity
at
Adson
and
Tusanang, and the excitement was
beyond what I could imagine, and
I saw a whole new future in front
of me. Going through this entire
process, let me remind you that I
am young, and I will always seek
to learn regardless of my age. I
am overwhelmed by excitement
but my experience during these
ups and downs, not as much. Still,
I have brilliant ideas and enjoy
assisting businesses to step into
their future through a strategic
marketing plan.
It is sad to say that as running a
marketing business, my experience
with men and women of authority
(and having to deal with their

thoughts and emotions) was still
happening. According to Forbes,
among the challenges for women,
experience is less-established
business networks and social and
traditional constraints restricting
women’s business participation.
In some countries, women may
require a male partner to do deals,
negotiate, and be the company’s
face.
Regardless
of
these
challenges, the business world
is gradually accepting women’s
abilities
and
contributions.
However, I have not experienced
discrimination against race, sexual
harassment, and unequal pay like
other women. I was told that I would
never take a brand to the next level
and that I was supposed to be
only an assistant; I was too young
and inexperienced. I received
manipulation,
undermining,
humiliation, stereotyping and was
put in place by standing up for
what I believed was right.
To hear this can break one’s
confidence,
productivity
and
possibly give up. Fortunately, my
mom is a good compass, and
I wasn’t taught to give up. My
number one goal as a business
owner and a leader is to make all
employees feel safe, comfortable
in their workplace, motivate, and

guide them in becoming their
best version, regardless of race,
sexuality, or gender. Studies
have shown that productivity can
increase by 13% (Forbes, 2020)
when employees are happy and
receive positive reinforcement.
This is a good leadership and
relationship tool to improve
employee happiness.
The day Eve ate the forbidden fruit
in the garden was the day women’s
struggles started, but gracefully
the movement is not in vain, and
we have shown great success.
My mom gives me hope that
young female entrepreneurs and
business owners have the ability
and power to move the South
African economy forward and to
change the business environment;
there is a choice behind every
circumstance.
Different types of women have
inspired me, from young and old,
different races and backgrounds.
I have learned from all of them
that no matter where you are in
your career or life, never wear
the hat of failure no matter what
someone says; always be proud of
small and large accomplishments
because every step forward is still
a success.

Young & (un)successful
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Zinzi Joyce Mnisi Mahlangu
Z
inzi Joyce Mnisi Mahlangu,
she’s a wife and a mother
of 2 children that joined
JCI Mining in 2010 as
a Black Woman shareholder
and owner, JCI Mining is a male
dominant company with more
than 300 males employed, Zinzi is
heading Safety, Human resources,
and administration department.
As a woman, I understand today’s
era that our role as entrepreneur
women is to act in developing and

contribute to the nation’s growth.

Being a woman in this industry can
be very challenging and needs a
very focused person that can be
able to take a lead in ensuring
consistency in all departments.
One of the difficult challenges is
to manage old and young include
educated
and
uneducated
individuals that can challenge your
intellectual and as a leader.
My focus is to all times be a step

ahead in ensuring peace and
continuous productivity in the
business. The most challenging
was acceptance as a Young Senior
black Woman in the business,
where males will challenge my
decisions and I was able to
maintain the business goal and
vision.
My everyday Tea (Motto) is
to start and end my day with
positiveness and plan the next
day with a positive attitude to
ensure success for the business,
for me my drive in this world is that
I intend to stay longer and make
sure I uplift other women to grow
their dream in becoming better for
our future.
JCI Mining Vision is “ To be an
Industry Leader in Total Opencast
Mining Solutions” Mission “To
deliver our Opencast Mining
services “Safely, Cost-effectively,
Professionally and timeously”.

ARCHITECTS
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Zinzi Joyce Mnisi Mahlangu
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My LGBTQ+ Experience Abroad

Our products are geared for
international deployment with support
and solutions in numerous languages
and time zones.

Knowledge is power. That’s why the
respective fields of Security-, Risk-,
Compliance-, and Investigations
Management are becoming
increasingly dependent on the
development of sound intelligence,
delivered through cutting-edge
Information Technology.

Online Intelligence is the leading
supplier of Enterprise Risk Solutions
across the African continent, competing
globally with our world-class solution
offerings. We service clients in a
multitude of industries across the globe
with thousands of solution users across
Africa, North America, South America,
UK, Europe, and Australia.

The clout of integrated technology
within these fields empowers our clients
to effectively manage, control and
mitigate both internal and external risk
factors.
The risks posed by operational aspects
are constantly changing and requires a
focused approach that can not only keep
up with but stay ahead of the dynamic
nature of these risks.

Within this arena, Online Intelligence
develops innovative software
applications and services which
transform collected risk, compliance,
and security related information into
structured intelligence. Our applications
help to structure, visualize, analyse, and
manage your data on all functional and
managerial levels.

info@onlineintelligence.co.za
+27 (0) 12 816 7300

The ability to safely and
securely report misconduct
pertaining to gender-based
violence and discrimination
is paramount in this
endeavour. Key to
achieving a safe workplace
environment is responding
in a prompt, fair, decisive,
and professional manner
when any form of
misconduct is reported.

We’ve got a long road ahead
By Chanell Le Grange

I

Implementing our CiiMS
Professional and CiiMS
ReportIT solution facilitates
this process and presents
organisations with a means
for secure reporting, early
intervention, prevention of
repeat offences and
effectively addressing the
wrongdoing.

t’s an absolute joy to know
that the world has changed by
acknowledging our humanity
and are being more accepted
(even though there is still room
for growth). We all have our own
opinions and views. When I left
the nest and began viewing the
world through a different lens,
that is when I understood the true
meaning of love and how it made
me feel. Not the way I look or my
culture. Just being seen for who
I am. I came out to my parents
about 3 years ago and it wasn’t
as easy as I thought, however,
I prepared for the worst. I was
worried that I would begin to feel
that I did not belong or that I would
be ignored. Even though some
family members turned towards
unacceptance, nevertheless, it’s

CiiMS ReportIT provides a
choice of anonymity to
people and subsequently
aids in the promotion of
coming forward. The
empowerment of woman
and men alike, to report
misconduct, assisting
businesses in cultivating a
healthy workplace culture
based on respect, integrity,
and empowerment.

CiiMS Lite

CiiMS Professional

Our Operational Application CiiMS Lite drives
the management of Risk-, Security-,
Operations-, and various other disciplines with
tailorable procedures, workflows, notifications,
and management reports.

Our industry leading Incident Case
Management solution with detailed Profiling,
Link Analysis, Datamining and Analysis
capabilities. Integrated work- and process
flows for full enterprise case management.

CiiMS GO
Reporting Events, Conducting Inspections,
Proactive Alerting and Monitoring has never
been easier. The CiiMS GO mobile
application has a host of capabilities all
seamlessly integrated into our CiiMS Solution.
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www.facebook.com/OnlineIntelligencePtyLtd
Zinzi
Joyce Mnisi Mahlangu

Experience Abroad

https://www.onlineintelligence.co.za

CiiMS ReportIT
In business today, it is
essential to create and
sustain a transparent and
safe environment where
everyone is free from
violence and
discrimination. Real world
insights and tangible
controls are key to
achieving and promoting
this basic human right.

My LGBTQ+

Signal Tower
A high-volume event monitoring platform
that integrates to an array of 3rd party
technologies. Establishing standardised and
centralised management, response, and
incident escalation.

www.linkedin.com/company/online-intelligence-pty-ltd

something I would accept!
I’ve made some fantastic lifelong
friends “I can just see all of us
getting super old together and
having a great laugh” – a friend
once said to me. Meeting new
people from different backgrounds
and seeing the kindness and the
love you get from strangers makes
you think twice. Like hey! Maybe
there is a better tomorrow?
I learned a lot from being on
my own, being surrounded by
complete strangers and them
accepting me for who I am. Why
couldn’t I do that?
As I learned more about myself,
I started to grow and become
more comfortable with who I am.

I started showing my support by
adorning the rainbow flag, used
prominently within the LGBTQ+
community. Preparing myself to
be happy with who I am. As the
years went on, I kept looking and
hoping for the right person to
come along. Just as time would
have it, there she was, a vision
on a photo. We kept on talking
for about three months. No video
calls, just simple text messaging, to
get to know one another and what
we both wanted from life. From
talking for a bit, we both realised
that we wanted the same things
in life. We met up, and have thus
been together ever since.
But there are always two sides to a
coin. In my country, gay marriage is
legal, but in her country it’s illegal.
The people here are accepting;
however, in her place of residence,
the law will not allow it. Many
couples around the world are
unable to make that one crucial

promise you dream of having as
a young girl, marriage. So, in my
country of South Africa, we can
be married, but in her country,
she becomes my friend. This
has placed us in a very difficult
situation. What does this mean for
our future together and dreams?
It sickens me to my core that I have
rights as an individual, but as a
couple, we do not stand a chance.
The one promise we wanted to
make cannot be made because
of the law. The country (where
gay marriage is illegal) proposed
to make it legal, but when it was
proposed in court, they came
to a consensus of allowing gay
marriage but withholding basic
rights of the married couple. The
law created states that you’re
under the protection based on
sexual orientation and gender
identity, but that is it. This law
reiterates the fact that you’re
protected, but not accepted.
The LGBTQ+ community pulled
back and fought for further
amendments and changes. There
is hope though, as the country is
stating that it will propose new laws,
to further accommodate members
of the LGBTQ+ community.
But for now, one can only hope for
the best. An important outcome
from all of this is to always show
love and acceptance to those
around you, even though they may
be different. We all have one life to
live, so let’s show our support for
whatever it may be!
–

Chanell Le Grange

Many names, details and places
have been redacted to protect the
individual and any parties involved.

My LGBTQ+ Experience Abroad
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Improve your skills with

E-LEARNING

B-BBEE “Category G” Skills Spend
•
•
•
•

Interactive live streaming
User-friendly & paper-less solutions
Meets SETA requirements
Accessable anywhere, anytime

Cnr Richard Street and Stanza
Bopape,Hatfield, Pretoria
0002
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By Chanell Le Grange

(0)12 880 2620
(0)71 459 5707
info@ttacademy.co.za
www.tusananggroup.com

By Chanell Le Grange
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Different Year, Same Struggles For Women

Different year,

same struggles

Services
 Bookkeeping:

· Financial Data Processing

 Financial Statements for
Sole Proprietors, CC,
Company, NPO and Trusts:
·
·
·
·

Prepara�on
Review / Audits
Sign Oﬀ
Management Statements
(Monthly, Quarterly, Bi-monthly)

 VAT:

· Registra�ons
· Return Submissions
· Objec�ons

 Income Tax for Individual,
Sole Proprietors, CC,
Company, NPO and Trusts:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Registra�ons
Return Submissions
Objec�ons
Commission Earners and
Independent Contractors Tax
Returns
Provisional Tax
Tax Clearance
Income Tax Structure Planning
Trust Administra�on
Wealth and Financial Planning
Employee Tax Returns

for women

 COIDA (Workman’s
Compensa�on):

· Registra�ons
· Submissions
· Le�er of Good Standing

 BEE:

· Aﬃdavits

 Customs and Excise
(Importer and Exporter
Code):
· Registra�ons
· Sugar Levy Registra�ons

 Payroll:

· Weekly, Monthly and Yearly
Employees
· Submissions of Monthly
EMP201
· EMP501 Recon (IRP5)
· PAYE/UIF/SDL Registra�ons at
SARS
· UIF Registra�ons at the
Department of Labour
· Monthly UIF Declara�ons
· Monthly Payslips
· SDL Claims

 Company Registra�ons
and Submissions:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

New Company Registra�ons
Share Cer�ﬁcates
Name Change
Director Change
Conversions from CC to (Pty)
Ltd
Submissions of Annual
Returns
NPO Registra�ons
POPI Act
Employment Equity

By Faith Ntimeng

W

hat does it mean
to be a woman?
Being a woman
means walking
down the street
with your keys clutched to your
fingers as a weapon because
you are scared. Being a woman
means crossing the road before
walking past a group of men to
avoid being cat-called. Being a
woman means showing up even
though your uterus is pumping
heavy fists at you. Being a woman
means balancing motherhood
with a career and me-time. Being
a woman means going through
changes during pregnancy
and still manage to
continue
with
purpose. Being a
woman means
stretching

yourself
mentally,
sometimes
stretching so much until you break.
Above all, the irony is, that given
the chance to make a choice, we
would probably choose to be a
woman all over again!
However, being a woman does
not have to be difficult, you don’t
always have to be an imbokodo
(a rock) nor be treated as one.
Our revolution does not need us
to be a rock. You deserve happy
tears too, tears that make you
dance and stretch out your arms,
thanking the maker for making you
that way. As we close off Women’s

Month, going forward: May we be
kinder to ourselves.
May we be gentle with ourselves.

May we be kinder to our bodies.
May we laugh louder.
May we give ourselves more
breaks.
May we accept situations gently.
May we discover ourselves.
May we own what makes us feel
good.

May we love ourselves well,
tenderly and attentively; so
attentively that we know what
kind of love we deserve.
It is never too late nor too early to
be whoever you want to be. I hope
you live a life you are proud of, and
if you find you are not, I hope you
have the strength to start all over
again. To wrap up, I leave you with
these words of encouragement:

James 3, “So it is with the
tongue; small as it is, it can boast
about great things. Just think
how large a forest can be set on
fire by a tiny flame.”
#SpeakLifeSeptember

 Financial Coaching:
· Workshops
· Public Event Speaking
· Training

Contact Us:
012 991 0395
072 969 2722 / 082 333 7913
086 2424 515
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By Chanell Le Grange

nicolene@nnspa.co.za

Different Year, Same Struggles For Women
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Cheryl Maepa’s Journey

Cheryl Maepa’s

Journey

One of the contributing factors to breast cancer is lack of exercise and being overweight. So, ladies if you can exercise a few
minutes a day it most deﬁnitely helps with reducing your risk of getting breast cancer. Please note that we aren’t say that this
will not prevent you from getting breast cancer, but it will help reduce the risk of breast cancer.

“What do we live for if it is not to make life less difficult for each
other?”
– George Elliot
“There is only one corner of the universe you can be certain of
improving and that is your own self.”
– Aldus Huxley
“Never give up, no matter what happens.”
– Sonia Rheeder

F

George Elliot, Aldous Huxley
and Sonia Rheeder have been
my driving forces ever since.
I live to make a difference in
other peoples’ lives starting with
brightening my own little corner.
It is a great joy to empower one
another and creating a safe and
humble universe for everyone. We
each have a role to play on earth
and no role is less important than
the other.
Though it is all exciting, the road
has so many ups and downs,
bumps and potholes, nevertheless
whenever we are tempted to give
up, we must always remember the
reason WHY we are doing what we
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are doing. And, it is not over until
God says it is over.
Being a mother and following
my dream has been a priceless
revelation, with wins and losses.
It has been an interesting journey
where I was tempted, and I still
am tempted to give up but my
purpose makes sure it does not
allow me to give up. We need to
also remember that the success
of others depends on our own
success and that is why human
empowerment is one of the most
critical components of human
development.
My journey was made possible
by women who took it upon
themselves to make life less
difficult. Women who made sure
I am where I am today, bold and
fearless to meet the better version
of myself. We need to continue
the race together and make sure
we raise a generation of young
women who are drivers of change,
problem solvers, critical and
independent thinkers as well as
team players – we need to raise a
generation of Leaders.

Cheryl Maepa’s Journey

Giving Back

Makes us Stronger

E

very
woman
starts
life with a different
set of circumstances.
To succeed as an
individual, no matter
what our situation, we all need
to work hard, show commitment
and be ambitious. We must work
productively together.

workplace is a critical setting for
women’s economic empowerment
which will enable organisational
benefits
of
having
women
actively engaged at all levels in
the workplace. Businesses need
to play an active role in building
the South African economy and
supporting aspirant entrepreneurs.

Empowerment is a process that
gives an individual freedom in
decision making.

Entrepreneurs must have passion
for whatever business venture
they choose. It is important for
young women entrepreneurs to
have a network of associates
where you can share experiences.

Economic
empowerment
is
contingent on many factors,
including women’s access to
education and skills development;
employment and career progress;
leadership opportunities; and to
arrangements that enable both
women and men to balance work
and caring responsibilities. The

Women are blessed with the inherent need to nurture and often in looking after others they forget to look after themselves.
Even though it comes naturally to put others ﬁrst, we urge ladies to know their bodies and take care of it too.
It is important for women to exercise and keep ﬁt and healthy as it brings with it a lot of health beneﬁts. Exercising for at least
20 minutes a day 3 to 4 times a week lowers your risk of heart disease as it gets the blood ﬂowing. It also reduces the risk of
cancer by 50% and lowers the risk of Type II diabetes. Exercising also keeps your mind active and healthy.

Founder of My Career Corner

inding one’s purpose is
the most beautiful and
fulfilling
achievement,
and that has been my
journey
since
2013
when I found my purpose on earth
as a teacher and I have never
looked back. Someone once
said, “Nothing is as dangerous as
an idea whose time has come,
because nothing will stand in its
way”.

Health talk with PinkDrive

In this journey there is a womanowned business waiting to be
acknowledged and promoted. It
takes passionate women to build
an economy.

Ladies, ﬁrst and foremost, we need to take care of ourselves as well as our bodies. We tend to take care of everyone else
ﬁrst and we come last. But remember, the golden rule is to “Take care of yourself ﬁrst so that you will be able to take care of
others” and most women forget this. Being healthy should become a lifestyle for us. We should try our best to eat healthy
and try to include the 5 food groups into our diet daily. We know this is hard to do at times but let us try to correct our eating
habits and drink lots of water.
We should exercise at least 20 minutes a day, 3 to 4 times a week, this way it also gives you some “me time” and a break to
pull our self towards ourselves and gather our thoughts.
Go for regular screenings such as having a papsmear at least every 1 to 3 years, have a breast examination once a month
and learn how to do a self-breast examination, as this is important because the more often you check your breasts the better
you will get to know it and if there is a problem you will be able to identify it as early as possible. At 40 years old it is
recommended that you have a mammogram once every 2 years and if you are older than 50 years of age, a mammogram is
required once a year.
So, take care of you as you are beautiful and remember: “You matter”.

Symptoms - Breast Cancer

How to do a Self Breast Examination
Step 1

Nipple discharge or
bloody discharge

Swelling of all or
part of the breast

Pain or tenderness
in the breast

Step 2

Stand in front of a mirror, look carefully for changes to
any part of your breasts, like the shape, size or
discharge.
Place your arm behind your head, use your opposite hand
and gently move your fingertips from point A to point B
in circular movements. Feel for lumps, thickening or
changes. Be thorough and also check the armpits. Repeat
on the other side.

Step 3

Skin irritation
or dimpling

A lump in the breast

A lump or swelling
in either armpits

The above can be done while lying down flat, with your
arm behind your head.

T: +27 71 898 9283
W: www.pinkdrive.co.za | E: antoinette@pinkdrive.co.za
Giving Back
| 27
@ThePinkDrive
@ThePinkDrive
@ThePinkDrive

WE HAVE
NEW OFFICES
IN NELSPRUIT!
14B Britz
Nelspruit
1200
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Giving Back

(0)12 880 2620
(0)71 459 5707
info@adsonconsulting.com
www.adsonconsulting.com

A place to learn
and grow together

Learn new knowledge and skills through different methods. All courses are
registered with the Department of Higher Education (DHET) (Reg no: 2012/FE07/023),
giving you the opportunity to grow in your career.

1023 Pretorius Street
Hatfield
Pretoria
0002

(0)12 880 2620
(0)71 459 5707
info@ttacademy.co.za
www.tusananggroup.com

Giving Back
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If you want to go quickly, go alone. If you want to go far, go together

if you want to go quickly, go alone. if you

want to go far,

go together
By Anel Kruger

“I surround myself with
strong women (and men),
who share my value system
and treat others with respect.”

I

f you want to go quickly, go
alone. If you want to go far, go
together. _ African Proverb Anel Kruger

Since childbirth, most of us have
embarked on our life journeys.
Journeys where we are in the
process of either finding jobs,
careers, houses, spouses and if
you take life a bit more serious,
your life purpose.
You may realise early on in
your journey, that little in this
life unfolds as we predicted or
expected it to. You learn how to
navigate through challenges and
disappointments, you learn how
to adjust the direction and learn
about the value of relationships.
You have to cherish them, nurture
them and put the time and effort
into them. We are here on earth to
serve others.
I have learned early on in my life,
that each of us has a “back-story”.
This is the story that gives us
character, which makes us strong
and also teaches us empathy. Not
everybody gets to know your back
story. When you get to a point in
your life and career, where you
realise, that mistakes don’t define
you, but rather they shape you
into becoming the real you.
If you truly want to grow and
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become a better person, a valued
employee or a trusted friend, one
of the greatest rewards you can
ever give yourself is to find a good
mentor. People who will cheer
for you, encourage you, and also
give you honest feedback. They
are the wise visionaries, who see
the potential in you which you yet
have to discover for yourself.
After having a corporate career
for many years, I found myself
stuck between a rock and a hard
place. Studying one thing, having
a passion for something else and
hating my job. Difficult choices
had to be made which forced me
to leave behind the known into the
unknown.
I found myself going back to
university again in my forties to
study a completely new field, of
which I knew nothing about. This
was daunting. One then realises
how much of our identity is etched
in our careers. I did not know what
to call myself, let alone how to sell
myself. The road of self-discovery
and redefining my identity was
hard. I had to dig deep to find
my inner hero to get going again.
One of the things that helped me
break through the barriers was
redefining my purpose. I realised I
was a “Salvage Hunter”, someone

who re-purposes the old into
something new. This strongly
resonated with me on a personal
and professional level and gave
me new momentum and hope for
the future.
During this transitioning time,
my mentors played a significant
role in my life. I had long harsh
conversations with them, where
I was forced out of my comfort
zones. I was challenged to
believe in myself again. I had to
acknowledge that failure does not
define us, but teach us lessons,
makes us stronger and ultimately
change destinies for the better.
Everything happens for a reason.
The longer we stay angry, and
refuse to let go, the longer it takes
for the healing process to start
and for us and to move forward.

travel far, and needed to travel
with those who bring out the best
in me. As a woman, I surround
myself with strong women (and
men), who share my value system
and treat others with respect,
people who will challenge me
to think and act differently and
inspire me to be the best version
of myself. #truestory

Looking back, I ask myself why this
was so difficult? Simply because
of my limitations and boundaries,
which I imposed on myself.
I have learned, that if I want to

If you want to go quickly, go alone. If you want to go far, go together

If you want to go quickly, go alone. If you want to go far, go together
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Saving Tips

$aving
Tips

T

here is no doubt
that
South
Africa’s
economy has taken a
hard knock due to the
recent pandemic. Many
businesses were forced to close
during level 5 and 4 restrictions,
leaving many employees with pay
cuts or no pay at all. While novice
saving tips might have kept you
at bay before COVID-19, you now
must pull up your socks – saving
money in 2021 looks different. It’s
no longer putting away money in
your savings account or opting to
eat at home rather than out, it’s
contacting you debtors to arrange
payment options. It’s deferring
some of your debit orders so that
you don’t go into a bank overdraft,
it may even lead to you asking your
landlord if they can suspend your
rent payment for 2 months – it’s all
about doing what works best for
you. While your plans to purchase
a home, car, or go on holiday may
have been delayed, you can still
stretch your budget so that you
always have some money left over.
Here are a few ways which you can

spend wisely and save during the
nationwide lockdown. One thing a
lot of people have in abundance
during lockdown is time. Use
this time to plan, go over your
spending habits, determine where
you are spending unnecessary
and where you can cut back on
your spending.I f you go and look
at the patterns of highly financially
successful individuals, one thing
almost all of them have in common
is some sort of financial planning
or budgeting. Therefore, the
importance of financial record
keeping and planning cannot be
overstated.

1. A lot of
individuals miss the
opportunity...

to break a sweat in the gym daily.
Luckily some of the big gym
brands in South Africa, such as
Planet Fitness and Virgin Active
have decided to help their loyal
customers by not deducting gym
fees during the lockdown. This
provides an opportunity to save
some money.

2. Because gyms are
closed during the lockdown...fitness fanatics contin-

ued with their exercise routines
from the confines of their homes.
If you invest in fitness equipment
to continue exercising from home
after the lockdown, it provides a
real opportunity to save a lot of
money in the form of gyms fees
and travelling cost to and from the
gym. It will also save you time as
you do not have to go.

3. During the Covid19
pandemic...a lot of people
are forced to work from home
because of the national lockdown.
We have an opportunity to save
in various aspects such as fuel
and maintenance on cars being
extended because of less millage.

4. If you are strong
enough not to fall in
the
temptation...of
going to the kitchen every 20
minutes in the desperate attempts
of discovering some snacks, it

VARS PLAAS MELK
AFGELEWER!
does not provide the opportunity
to save but instead avoiding
unnecessary spending on these
foods.

5. Local Internet service providers...such as
Telkom have made nighttime data
(12-6am) extremely affordable.
By purchasing night time data
compared to any time data to
download series, programmers,
movies and more, you will spend
less money on data costs and get
more value.

• B y jo u h uis!
• Vroeg en Vars!
• In glasbottels!

6. For many women
(and men) staying at
home...and abiding by social

distancing means that hair and
nail services have had to be
discontinued. This is the perfect
opportunity to learn DIY braids,
straightening, manicures, hair
bleaching etc. The possibilities are
endless now that we have more
time at home.

7. Streaming services
such as Netflix and
Showmax...have made it
more affordable to watch multiple
movies for the whole family. With
subscriptions ranging according
to plans, you and your family can
enjoy various films and series at a
more affordable price.

8. Lastly, the economic climate not just
in South Africa...but in
the whole world is at a low. This is
bad because a lot of people have
lost a lot of money on their retirement savings and general stock
investments, but this also provides
an opportunity to buy stocks at
low prices. This does not help with
immediate savings, but rather with
the potential of future growth on
investments.
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Bestel nou jou melk
www.ubulmilk.co.za
Saving Tips
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CLEANER &
BETTER ENGINES
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Saving Tips

Filtration Solutions that will
TRANSFORM YOUR ENGINE.
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